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ATTENTION: Discover the makeup and beauty secrets of the stars! Be a Trendsetter! Expand your

Make-up Horizons. Women, never settle for anything less than feeling beautiful! From:

Learn-Makeup-Tips Date: Friday, January 15, 2010 Women love feeling beautiful. That tenet makes the

cosmetics industry one of the few that can thrive in a recession economy. Fashion and beauty magazines

have never been more popular. Women are always looking for that secret tip, that cutting edge trend to

stand out in the crowd. But there in lies the problem. Average women are often left feeling depressed,

inadequate and unattractive after flipping through the pages of Hollywood rags. Average women do not

have access to personal stylists 24/7. Dont worry ladies, help is on the way! Makeup is Art. And Im the

Artist! You and my celebrity clients have one very important fact in common - your femininity. You wake

up in the morning the same way a movie starlet does, without a stitch of makeup. Often the similarities

end there. Im soon called to the set or to the actress home to get her ready for her close up. But this is

the real world. You dont have the luxury of summoning your neighborhood make up artist to your

doorstep. Thats about to change. Learn the techniques celebs use to keep their skin looking young and

vibrant. Learn how to get deep, penetrating eyes and luscious lips. No harmful surgeries or injections

required. Learn to love the skin youre in. Discover that the right makeup for your color and shade can

make all the difference. Learn that keeping it simple will always keep your appearance sexy. There are

many other secret tips I am this close to sharing with you courtesy of my one of a kind makeup tips

Ebook. My Ebook has worked wonders for women from all walks of life. Why Will This Work for Me? Why

did it work for the countless number of women who have embraced it? Because it adheres to the most

basic cosmetics principle - less is more. It amazes me how many women get this wrong. You know what

Im talking about. How many times have you stood next to a woman in a restaurant bathroom wearing

enough foundation to merit a chisel? How many times have you had to lie to a female colleague wearing

the absolute wrong shade of lipstick? How can you tell when a woman is wearing the perfect amount of

makeup? When its impossible to tell if shes wearing any to begin with. It sounds simple. Thats because it

is. My make up tips Ebook will offer an easy to follow, step by step approach to proper cosmetic
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application. Youll be ready for the runway and red carpet in short order. Here are some immediate and

lasting benefits to choosing the right makeup: Stop the effects of premature aging. Sure, moisturizers and

anti-aging creams help but protecting your skin from harsh cosmetics chemicals is key. Reduce acne and

other unsightly skin irritations. Mounds of foundation are not the way to go. Learn the many natural

options to give your skin a lovely glow. Get noticed for all the right reasons. Soon your outward

confidence will translate to inner confidence. Make other women envious. Make men swoon. Celebs Must

Hate Having Their Secrets Exposed On the contrary. The majority of my clients are eager for me to share

their beauty secrets with the public. Believe me, they experience the stresses of balancing their

professional and personal lives much the way you do. Feeling fabulous is the best way to combat stress.

With that, my Ebook believes that like cosmetics when it comes to stress, less is more. My streamlined

guide of essential make-up and beauty tips tackles subjects and showcases trends every woman will

clamor to know and understand. Heres a sampling: Understanding your face: Learn to accentuate your

bone structure and hide your flaws will give your appearance a fresh glow. Cleaning techniques: Learn to

properly care for your skin before and after application. The Brush: Not every brush fits every skin type or

product. Learn the must have and have not brushes. Color and Shade: What makes you beautiful is your

unique skin coloring and shade. Find out how to bring out your beauty with complementary cosmetics. Its

all about preparation: A comprehensive guide to skin care. The Eyes Have It: Learn how to get bring out

your eyes with killer shades and modelesque eyebrow shaping. Kissable Lips: Make them luscious and

endlessly kissable with styles from sheer to glossy. The Illusionist: Learn how to use color and shading to

hide flaws and skin discolorations. Dark circles and wrinkles will be no match for you. Tap Into Beauty!

Stand out! Be Fabulous! For only $47, truly priceless beauty tips that world class models and A list

celebrities pay top dollar for will literally be at your fingertips, all with one instant download. Discover

celebrity tested methods to looking ten years younger overnight. Learn to simplify your makeup routine

with fabulous results. Normally, the program is priced at $97. But for a LIMITED TIME, it is yours for an

amazing $47. I have every confidence that you and your girlfriends will love the tips and techniques

offered in this Ebook. That said, if youre not satisfied, simply return everything within 30 days and I will

refund your entire purchase - NO QUESTIONS ASKED! Iron-Clad 4 Week Unconditional Promise We

value your trust in our promise. Take 30 FULL days to simply try out the Learn-Makeup-Tips Membership.

As a matter of fact, try it tonight. Within 30 days... if you do not learn how to APPLY MAKEUP your



makeup like the STARS after giving these techniques your sincere effort, then just contact us right away

for support. If we truly cant guide you and prove that failure is NOT an option, then well promptly

REFUND EVERY DIME. This is why its a virtually RISKLESS offer. So are you ready to take advantage

of this revolutionary make-up application and beauty secrets guide? Stop wishing you were on the cover

of fashion magazines. Start doing and ultimately outshine your famous counterparts. But you must act

now. The Ebook may not be available much longer. Dont delay. Order today!
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